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OGFC    Reserves Finals Wrap 2013         Part 2    -   From Here and There  

 
(A few largely unrelated thoughts and comments, including some in italics from the few people who sent in 

some of their highlights. Or in Richard Herd’s case, one of his lowlights.) 

 

1) All three finals games were held at the Trevor Barker Oval, Sandringham, which is but a stone’s 

throw from the beach and the azure waters of Port Phillip Bay. (A fairly good hunting ground for the 

OGS over the years, it was the venue of the Firsts and Reserves Premierships of 1990, the Reserves 

Premiership of 2007, and the Under 19s and Reserves Premierships of 2012.) Result was two post-

match recovery sessions in the aforesaid waters following Games 1 and 2, the first delivering a wind-

chill factor of about Minus 40 after the First Semi. 

 

“Two very torturous recovery sessions in the bay straight after the game. The boys took this on the 

chin and obviously it did us the world of good.” (And no-one contracted pneumonia - Ed.)  But in an 

appalling lowering of standards, there was no aquatic post-match recovery after the Grand Final. 
 

2) The ground is also just a stone’s throw from an adjacent and decidedly expensive car parking area. 

We understand that Trevor King, John Joyce and Jo Cantor all threatened the attendant with their 

Seniors Cards, but could still not get any sort of a discount. Our thanks to Trevor for timekeeping for 

the finals, and Jo for being Interchange Steward. And we rather think Joycey enjoyed just watching 

the games. 

 

3) “Sandringham ground has a great surface, but 

is awfully susceptible to the winds of early spring.  

Which the First Semi-Final served up in massive 

amounts, in the form of a howling northerly 

blowing straight down the ground.  The fact that 

OGS failed to score a goal when kicking with the 

gale in the second term boded horribly at half time. 

Fact that eventually in the final quarter we finally 

came on song and booted five in the last ten 

minutes took us from the seeming inevitability of 

defeat to a place in the Preliminary Final the 

following week.” 
 

4) Faltering, fumbling, forward Rupert Kemp 

(middle right) looked all at sea in the First Semi for 
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much if not all of the game. (Check our goal kickers!) Even from a club which has presented many 

incredible excuses over the years, this was a beauty: he had forgotten his contact lenses.  

 

Thankfully he definitely had them for the next two games, going on to be named as Best on Ground 

by the umpires in the Big One, having played in a number of positions around the ground on Grand 

Final day and making a crucial contribution to our win. 

 

5) “Harley Beaumont injuring himself in the week prior to the finals and persisting with his rehab 

and training through the first two weeks of the finals and being rewarded with a spot in the Grand 

Final side.” 

 

6) “Deep inside the final term of the 

Grand Final, the OGS lead by a pretty 

fair margin but needed the absolute 

sealer. A loose kick bounced into the 

OGS’ forward line and Richard Herd 

managed to scoop up the ball with 

several Ormondonians hot on his heel.  
(That’s him with the ball in photo left.)  

 

“He lost possession, regained it and then 

after refusing to give the handball to a 

variety of options was finally forced to 

chalk up his first such disposal of the 

year - into the hands of Angus Perry. The 

same Gus Perry who then dodged no less than four opposition players to kick the goal that absolutely 

clinched it from the boundary line about 45 metres out. The crowd went ape and the OGS knew they 

were home.”  

 

7) Richard Herd’s input included a slightly different slant on that handball and its aftermath: 

 

“The 2013 OGS Reserves’ 

Premiership can be summed up 

by the following: 

 

“The highlight was the rapid 

response by OGS after Ormond 

kicked the first two goals of the 

game - and also the gin and 

tonic out of the cup that night. 

(At the Arcadia: we would have 

thought gins and tonics and 

“Silvo” could have been a lethal 

combination, but we’ve not 

heard of anything bad arising 

from the mixture. – Ed.)  

 

“The lowlight was definitely Pete Lemon’s perfect photographic capture (see above) of Angus Perry’s 

sickening snap goal (which I, Richard Herd, spoon-fed him) in the final quarter.” 
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“The Final was definitely a fitting end to the Coach CUBE Dynasty. Loved his work over the past few 

years and he won’t be forgotten.” 

 

8) “The large numbers on the 

training track during the 

Ressies’ finals campaign was 

tremendous - made even better 

by Cube's interesting training 

drills, none better than the 

'gauntlet' in which a group of 

players had to handball dodging 

several opposition. In the Prelim 

and Grand Final this drill came 

into its own with the set play 

repeating itself consistently 

throughout each game. Cube’s 

genius and tactical brilliance 

came to the fore once again.” 

 

9) Coach Chris Rubick’s back-to-

back Premierships were only the 

second in the entire history of the 

Club, the first being Evan 

Macgregor’s (middle, opp) as playing 

coach with the Firsts – in 1956 (D 

Section) and 1957 (C Section).  
(Photo believed taken 1955.) 

 

10) “In the presentation ceremony, 

Cube asking the players whether 

there were any more waiting to 

receive a medal. Matt Morris, the 

captain, was the only one the pipe 

up with, 'What about me Cube??!'” 

 
Among the legends: gentleman on the far right is Rod Brown who captained the Reserves in 1974 and captain/coached 

them in 1975.  
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11) Things have changed a bit since 

the Reserves’ Premiership in 2007. 

After presentation of the cup to the 

Coach (Nathan Perrin) and 

Captain (Tim Bayles) and a speech 

by the winning Captain (with his 

Assistant, the Fairy Princess) the 

side was then given a bag with the 

medallions and was left to present 

them to themselves back in the 

rooms afterwards. These days, for 

the winning side, definitely having 

the presentation out in the open 

adds an extra dimension to it all. 

 

 

12) We understand that a photo of the Premiers and details 

of some of the tactical moves and set-ups, and the manner of 

approaching the games, was subsequently used in an in-

house Telstra training presentation a few weeks later. We 

had been really, really hoping to get some details of this, but 

are still waiting. In the interests of getting this Premiership 

Wrap published comparatively sooner rather than later, or never, we have decided to publish 

regardless. 

 

13) Reserves’ win brought second consecutive medallions to a number of players, and we think left 

Tim Hope-Johnstone with the highest number for any one person in the Club’s history, namely four.   

 

He played in the Reserves’ Premiership teams of 2007, 2012 and 2013, and was the (non-playing) 

coach of the Under 19s when they took out their Premiership in 2009. (He has nudged out the recently 

retired Tim Bayles who collected three medallions, but never coached a winning side, and Rupert 
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Kemp who would now have three – two premierships and a Best on Ground in 2013.) Mind you – we 

are thinking on the run – Evan Macgregor would also have four from 1956 and 1957, two as a 

member of the two premiership sides, and two more as their coach. 

 

 

Above: The various T H-J premierships 

 
14) Those for whom it was their second premiership with the Club were: 
 

Marcus Walkom    Club 18 2012            

Gus Macdonald      U19  2009 

Will Harris              Reserves 2012 

Matthew Morris     Reserves 2012   

Richard Herd          Reserves 2012 

Tom Slattery           Reserves 2012 

James Wright         Reserves 2012 

Harley Beaumont    Reserves 2012 

Angus Perry            Reserves 2012 

David Wood            Reserves 2012 

Rupert de Crespigny       U19 2012 

Rupert Kemp                   U19 2012 

Sebastian Hughes            U19 2012 

Andrew deFegely           U19 2012 

George “I’m sure I kicked a goal” Macdonald     U19 2012 
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15) As mentioned on a number of occasions there were a number of good reserves players who missed 

out on selection in the Grand Final. One was “the ever improving” Will Sharp who despite that truly 

spectacular (but ultimately unsuccessful) attempt at a “hanger” in the First Semi had to make way the 

following week: great to see him getting so much enjoyment out of the other two matches, even if it 

was on the other side of the boundary. (See Part 1, Page 7.) 

 

Of those who missed out, we’d particularly like to commend Stevie J (Steve Jacobsen), Rob Officer 

and Steve Lansdell for the work they did running water and as coach’s runner during the finals series.   
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17) “My, how you’ve grown!” Ruckman Angus Macdonald has seen two Old Geelong Reserves 

premierships at the Trevor Barker Oval. He played in that of 2013 (below, in photo left), and was the 

spectator photographed in the middle (of photo right) for that of 1990. (2013: could be the same jumper 

with the sleeves cut off?) 

 
And to conclude, we’re just going to put extracts from a couple of other notes written by the coach, Chris 

Rubick, and the captain Mo Morris. 

 

              In 2013       And 2012 

 

“…..With this in mind I want to thank and acknowledge the 50+ players who pulled the boots on at 11:40am 

throughout 2013.  We had 30 players who had legitimately qualified for the finals, from ‘Clubman of the Year’ 

Jack McPherson, to club legend Stevie Lansdell, the ever-improving Will Sharp and the injured Alex Suvoltos 

to name just a few…  it was with a heavy heart that great people at our football club did not get the opportunity 

to play in September.” …… 

 

…….“Lastly, I am signing-off as a Coach at the OGs after four wonderful years with the football club both on 

and off the field.  I leave with great memories from winning 80% of our games, playing in four consecutive 

finals series, 3 consecutive grand finals (the 2011 loss will always be with me) and of course the back-to-back 

success of 2012-13.  But most importantly I have met hundreds of fantastic people and leave with some life-

long friends.  Thank you to Jim Legoe, and of course Nick Mitchell, who gave me an opportunity in January 

2010 to join the OGs.  I feel privileged to have served the Club and I look forward to serving it again at some 

time in the future.”   
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From Mo 

 

“After finishing 3rd on the ladder, the OGS Reserves would go up against the other finalists with a 

record against them that read 1 win, 4 losses and 1 draw. Not ideal. 

 

That said, the losses throughout the year were by minimal margins and often with slightly depleted 

line ups. The line-up for the finals however, would be second to none with roughly 18 players having 

been given the opportunity to play at seniors’ level 

at some stage during the year and the belief within 

the group could not be questioned. The Cube 

would introduce the finals motto “survive and 

advance”, the boys would elect their fearless 

captain and from there it would be up to the 22 

lads picked to represent the OGS Reserves and the 

coaching and support staff on game days to get it 

done!   
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We would go up against the old foe in Bulleen in Week 1 and they came out willing to fight. With ten 

minutes left in the last term, 15 points down and having not led all day, it seemed our finals campaign 

would come to an almighty halt. However, five 

unanswered goals in the last 10 minutes would firstly deny Bulleen a chance to advance but would 

provide the launching pad for which our finals’ campaign would take flight. 

 

Hampton and later Ormond would be no match for the talent that would take to the ground in the next 

two finals games. The belief within the side to go back-to-back was sky rocketing, and delivering the 

second Reserves Premiership in as many years is something that all involved should be very proud of.  
 

A huge thank you should go to all those who represented the Reserves in 2013 and to all those who 

make it possible for us to represent Old Geelong Football Club throughout the year. Thanks should 

also go to all those who supported the team throughout the year, especially on Grand Final day. 

Playing for a club with so many amazing people around and playing in a Reserves side with a good 

mix of old and young players is remarkable.”                                          The End 
============================================================================= 

 
Whilst this record is now more a matter of ancient history rather than recent news, it has been put together by Peter 

Lemon in the belief that something like this should be a part of the Club’s history, and that for those who played for or 

were closely connected with the Club in 2013 it might prove to be a reasonable souvenir in years to come.  

 

To the people who made a contribution, thank you. (Perhaps a good thing that there weren’t very many: had there been 

more, this publication might have gone to 100 pages and been finished in 2019.) The photos were all taken by Lemon, 

excepting the Black & White shot from 1955 (some of you may be surprised to know), the author of which is not known.  

 

I have actually been very pleased with many of the football photos which I took in 2013. And also of many of the wildlife 

photos I took in Africa. I’m not sure whether it has been taking shots of elite athletes in action which has carried through 

into the African shots. Or whether the taking of African animals at close quarters (using just the same equipment) that has 

carried through to the football. Or perhaps it’s a bit of both.  


